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              Must Sea Experiences

            

          

          
            
              
                
                
                    
                      Spend More Time Fishing

                     Fish aboard the fastest head boat in the region!  Skilled Captains take anglers 20 – 40 miles offshore, depending on charter time and weather, to spots where anglers take on grouper, redfish, snapper, permit, mahi mahi, sharks and more! The Gulf always keeps it exciting!  Four-hour, Six-hour and Eight-hour public and private charters! If you love fishing, you don’t want to go anywhere else but aboard M/V Sea Flight.  

                      
                      
                           learn more
    
                       
                        
                             
     
                            
                              
                              
                              book now
                            

    
                          
                        

                      

                    

                  


                    
                      Dolphin Watch Tours

                     Relax and unwind aboard this premier tour of the Naples coastline.  Watch for dolphins and birds as you wind through the coastal waters passing island mangrove forests to where we beach the boat. Keewaydin Island’s soft white sand and thousands of shells is a local favorite for a nature walk, a swim and shelling.  This three-hour tour is the best of nature, sightseeing and dolphin watching.
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                              book now
                            

    
                          
                        

                      

                    

                  


                    
                      Sunsets on the Gulf

                     Come aboard M/V Double Sunshine, a legacy-vessel cruising Naples waterways for over 20 years!  This fun, feel-good tour takes you through the canals of Port Royal to check out luxurious mansions, dolphins and then out to the Gulf to watch the setting sun.  Move to the music, enjoy the crew’s story-telling and whether top or lower deck, you are sure to have a great time!
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                      Private Charters

                     Customize a private charter for just your group or family.  Pure Florida’s vessels accommodate as few as two people to as many as 130 people.  Whether it be coastal calm bay fishing, deep sea fishing, dolphin watching, visiting island beaches or just cruising the waters to see our gorgeous Naples coastline, it will be an experience remembered for years!  Deck Boat and Jet Ski Rentals are also great options for private experiences!
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      Faster Speeds! Deeper Waters! Bigger Fish!
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      Eco & Shelling Tours
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      Watch the Setting Sun Aboard M/V Double Sunshine
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      See Our Gorgeous Naples Coastline
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            [image: Our crew is always going above and beyond to make sure your tour is enjoyable as possible, and that always starts with the boat!   Capt Thomas always takes pride in making sure his boat is cleanest of the fleet before departing. #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: FISHING REPORT WEEK OF 03/06- 03/13  This week was hot! Multiple boats limited out and all of our guests got to enjoy world-class fishing. Southwest Florida in March, April, and May experiences an influx of target species. Pelagics roam through and big bottom fish begin feeding aggressively. These next 12 weeks will be above average fishing. Captain Thomas kicked this week off to a good start by putting a private charter on a limit of Red Grouper on board our brand new World Cat 325CC, named Sea Flight II. The guests were wore out from big fish! Captain Henry got some young anglers hooked for life by showing them how exciting calm bay/ inshore fishing can be. He boated several large Black Drum and multiple nice Snook. Captain Rich with Captain Alec as a mate won the multi-species award this week as they packed the fish boxes full of great tasting fish. They treated their guests to multiple grouper over 30 inches, snapper, and a keeper African Pompano! Finishing up the week is Captain Mark with the biggest catch of the week. During a private trip onboard Sea Flight II, one lucky guest hooked into a drag-peeling Kingfish and landed the fish with skill. This upcoming week has very promising weather and we are looking for an even better week of fishing. We still have availability on many trips this week, contact our office to get booked. Tight lines! #fishing #southwestflorida #swfl #saltwaterfishing #offshore #inshore #grouper #snapper #vacation #trip @seaflightfishing] 
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            [image: Calm bay fishing has been on FIRE 🔥 recently! Captain Henry and First Mate Taylor showing what a great team they make together putting their customers right on the best fish possible! All snook were caught and released after a quick photo and the black drum let go to swim another day! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: "Alexa, play Lifestyle's of the Rich and Famous" 🎶  Onboard the Double Sunshine Sightseeing and Sunset tour, you'll get the opportunity to see some of the most prime real estate in the country while sitting back and enjoying a nice drink and soaking up some Florida sunshine! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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Onboard the Double Sunshine Sightseeing and Sunset tour, you'll get the opportunity to see some of the most prime real estate in the country while sitting back and enjoying a nice drink and soaking up some Florida sunshine! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast ...
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            [image: Fishing Report 03/04/2022  Today we had captain Alec running a 6 hour trip on Sea Flight. 7:45am captain Alec came down from the helm to greet a full boat of guests and go over the plan for the day. We left the pass and we were greeted with fair following seas. We ran for 1 hour and 20 minutes and pushed out to about 32 miles. The first spot was in less than 100 feet of water and produced a very hot bite until 10:30am. Multiple guests were fighting large grouper within seconds of dropping baits. We had multiple grouper over 26 inches in the fish box within minutes. As the bite began slowing at this spot, we started working our way back in only a few miles to try other spots. Fishing all natural bottom. 10:55am We found one spot that produced multiple nice keeper fish, including mangrove snapper, large porgy, lane snapper, and several strawberry grouper. Than the fishing got even more exciting as guests started hooking up with huge fish on the bottom. We fought several Goliath grouper until the tide slowed and it was time to head in at 12:30pm. A full boat of happy customers and a lot of fish in the box. To sum up the day, it was non stop action, beautiful weather, and a great time. @alecvyverberg @dylan_faner] 
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            [image: Benefits of work include but not limited to:  Catching massive fish in the gulf ✅  Great sunsets every night ✅  Catch a tan ✅  Some of the best work views in the world ✅   Dylan will be working as a mate on our eco tour boat, both of our deep sea and calm bay fishing charters, and hopes to have his captain's license this summer! Welcome aboard Dylan! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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Catching massive fish in the gulf ✅ 

Great sunsets every night ✅ 

Catch a tan ✅ 

Some of the best work views in the world ✅ 



Dylan will be working as a mate on our eco tour boat, both of our deep sea and calm bay fishing charters, and hopes to have his captain's license this summer! Welcome aboard Dylan! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast ...
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            [image: Hannah and Daisy have picked out their bathing suits and grabbed their toys are ready for some fun in the sun on our Bark On The Ark Cruise this Saturday! We still have a few spots left for this Saturday and spots for next month are filling up fast!   Booking Link: https://bit.ly/3tjEVV4 Departs 8am – 11am Cost: $49 per person and 1 dog + tax  #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 



        
    


    

                
            Hannah and Daisy have picked out their bathing suits and grabbed their toys are ready for some fun in the sun on our Bark On The Ark Cruise this Saturday! We still have a few spots left for this Saturday and spots for next month are filling up fast! 



Booking Link: https://bit.ly/3tjEVV4

Departs 8am – 11am

Cost: $49 per person and 1 dog + tax
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            [image: Helm ➡️ Sunset  First mate Taylor catching this great photo at the same time Captain Alec was taking his! Talk about teamwork! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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First mate Taylor catching this great photo at the same time Captain Alec was taking his! Talk about teamwork! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast ...
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            [image: We are looking at beautiful weather all week and weekend! ☀️  It's time to get out on the water and explore Southwest Florida on your own personal Yamaha Waverunner! Spend your time at thrilling speeds around Naples or take your time and explore the canals of Port Royal. We still have some spots available so call today and book your rental soon! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: From our crew to you, Happy Valentines Day ❤️ #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: Captain Rich showing off some killer grouper on the head boat Sea Flight yesterday 🎣 #GoPureFl] 
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            [image: No age is too young to be having fun on a private charter with us! Little Tegan said her favorite fish was the hogfish and that she couldn’t wait to come back and fish again with Captain Mark! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast • • • •  #naples #naplesfl #naplesflorida #adventure #visitnaples #sunshinestate #loveflorida #floridalife #vacation #picoftheday #saltlife  #napleslife #exploreswfl #visitflorida #lovefl #fishing #bigfish #anglerapproved #sportfishing #photography #fishinglifestyle #fishingpicoftheday #travel #fishlife #fishing] 
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            [image: Captain Henry showing off a small hogfish caught on the Calm Bay and Coastal fishing today! Our hogfish was caught and released right after a quick photo! #GoPureFL] 
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            [image: Our pet dolphins at our office heard about the snowstorms up north and they got all ready for it!   Too bad for them here in Southwest Florida it is going to be 85° all weekend long! That means it's time to book a charter and get out on the water to spend the day in the sun and seas exploring Naples! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: Cheers to our first #WorldCatWednesday. Charters are booking up fast for the quickest and most comfortable private offshore or calm bay fishing trips. Book your charter today! #GoPureFL   #worldcat #florida #paradisecoast #naplesflorida #charterfishing #grouper #fishing #penn #yeti #floridadeepseafishing #floridadeepdrop] 
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            [image: We have some big news coming soon to the waterways of Naples Bay and Southwest Florida....stay tuned. #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: Whenever something happens, you can always count on everyone to pitch in and fix it no matter their age! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: Today is all about F L ☀️ R 🌴  D A.   Did you know that today is #NationalFloridaDay and it is also #NationalPlanForVacationDay and we are celebrating with our favorite tour, the Naples Sunset Cruise!   Grab your family, a date, or just some friends and plan a vacation to see us on our award winning sunset tour! On this tour experience the beauty of Southwest Florida while learning about some of the local history and all about the local real estate in the area! Keep a good eye out, as many times you'll see dolphins playing in the waves or a perched bald eagle in the trees! Book your vacation today to the Sunshine State and make sure to stop by and say hi! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast ☀] 
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            [image: We want to give a massive congratulations to our newest and now youngest captain, Captain Alec Vyverberg!   Captain Alec has been with Pure Florida for  7 years when he started as a rental attendant and moved up through the chain working on every boat Pure Florida operates and finally becoming the lead fishing mate on the offshore fishing boats. Captain Alec is looking forward most to running his favorite vessel Sea Flight along with all of our other vessels. We are very excited for Captain Alec and look forward to seeing him out on the water behind the helm! Fair winds and following seas Captain Vyverberg! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: Everyone on the docks is always interested in what our fishing guys bring back, but someone get a little closer than others when we are filleting.... #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: Leave your worries behind and escape into the wild on one of our Hurricane Rental Boats! Explore the beauties of Southwest Florida at your own pace and see why we love calling Naples home! #GoPureFL #ParadiseCoast #LoveFL  * * * * *  #florida #swfl #southwestflorida #naples #naplesfl #naplesflorida #adventure #visitnaples #sunshinestate #floridalife #vacation #picoftheday #saltlife  #napleslife #exploreswfl #visitflorida #lovefl #boat #rental] 
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            [image: ❗️❗️ BLACK FRIDAY SALE❗️❗️  Today we are offering a great deal for Black Friday! Call or order online to get $125 gift cards for only $100! Get your family member the holiday gift they’ll use this year! Gift certificates NEVER expire and can be used on any tour we offer public or private!   If $100 is too big of a gift, we are also offering $60 for ONLY $50!!! Don’t wait around and grab your gift certificates today! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: We hope everyone has a safe and happy Thanksgiving and will reopen at 8am on Friday! #GoPureFL] 
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            [image: We want to make a big shout out to our first female and newest captain, Captain Megan running her first trip this morning!   Captain Megan ran her first eco tour with a full boat where her guests were able to see dolphins, beautiful beaches, and a huge amount of birds! Congratulations Captain Megan! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: Hear that in the distance? That’s the purr of our new rental boat motors! Our rental boats are 🔜 to be equipped with brand new Suzuki 150 outboard motors to get you to Keewaydin and Marco Island faster! #GoPureFL  * * * * *  #florida #swfl #southwestflorida #naples #naplesfl #naplesflorida #travel #adventure #visitnaples #sunshinestate #loveflorida #floridalife #floridaliving #vacation #picoftheday #saltlife #beautifuldestinations #napleslife #colliercounty  #exploreswfl #back2paradise #visitflorida #lovefl #suzuki] 
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            [image: Our staff hates rainy days as much as you do, because that means maintenance! One of our mates Taylor is out on the dock changing spark plugs getting ready for the busy week next week! 🌧 #GoPureFL] 
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            [image: Three trips…three massive cobia. When you fish with the best, you get the best. #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: VETERANS CRUISE FREE!   Pure Florida is honored to serve our veterans this Veterans Day with offering military veterans of all branches a free ticket on the Double Sunshine Sightseeing Cruise. Cruises depart at 12pm and 2pm this Thursday November 11th.   We look forward to honoring all veterans near and far and look forward to serving those close by! #GoPureFL #ParadiseCoast #LoveFL #VeteransDay] 
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            [image: Nothing better than early morning skies above a full fishing boat. Tight lines and clear skies ahead! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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            [image: Whether you’re on a four hour, a six hour, and especially the eight hour, you’re always going to come back with results on one of our fishing trips! #GoPureFL #LoveFL #ParadiseCoast] 
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